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Please note that these prices only apply to school bookings. Different prices may
apply for Home Educators and other groups.

Term-Time rates

Price (pp)
incl. VAT

Student admission

£5.75

Details
Ratios for free accompanying adults:
EYFS - 1:3 KS1 – 1:5 KS2 to 5 – 1:10
Additional adults: £5.75
All 1:1 assistants free of charge

Price
- VAT

VAT
)20%(

£4.79

£0.96

Additional activities (only available in combination with general admission

Welcome
From Dr Kathy Fawcett,
Education Manager
Hello and welcome to our new education
brochure for 2018/19, offering a world of
opportunities for you and your students.
We believe that science is a conversation
for everyone and that enthusiasm outside
the classroom supports enthusiasm
inside the classroom. We aim to embrace
the freedom of informal exploration
with exciting activities that still offer
curriculum-led learning and which spark
the curiosity to go further. On our website
you’ll find full details of all our workshops,
shows and theme days, or call us to chat.
We look forward to seeing you!

Workshops

£2.95

Group size 12 min – 30 max

£2.46

£0.49

Studio Shows

£2.50

Group size 15 min – 70 max

£2.08

£0.42

Planetarium Shows

£2.50 (2D)
£3 (3D)*

Group size 98 max (including adults)
Many shows available as 2D and 3D
*3D shows unsuitable for under 6s

£2.08
£2.50

£0.42
£0.50

Combination deals (price includes general admission at £5.75
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Theme Days

£12.95

Group size variable – please see detail
for each Theme Day listing.

£10.79

£2.16

A Question of Taste
Post-16 Theme Day

£15

Group size min 12 min – 30 max

£12.50

£2.50

Special package deal
Admission, Workshop &
Planetarium show

£9.45 (2D)
£9.95 (3D)*

September to February, April & May
*3D shows unsuitable for under 6s

£8.29

£1.66

Group rates & other special deals

Teachers' 'Away Day'
INSET offer

£100 + VAT

Includes dedicated meeting room,
Workshop and Planetarium Show. Price
for up to 30. For larger groups please call.

£100

£20

Trainee teacher
group visit

£60 (5-49)
£96 (50+)

Includes 45min presentation.
Additional charge for Workshops,
Shows and Planetarium Shows

£50
£80

£10
£16

We The Curious
portable exhibits

£90 + VAT
per week

Set of 8 portable exhibits.
Collection only

£90

£18

Nursery/Preschool
child admission

£5.75
(under 3s
free)

Ratios for free accompanying adults:
1 free adult per 3 paying children.
Additional adults £5.75
All 1:1 assistants are free of charge

£4.79

£0.96

Holidays & weekend
rates

Price (pp)
incl. VAT

Details

Price
- VAT

VAT
)20%(

Student admission

£6.50

Ratios for free accompanying adults:
EYFS – 1:3, KS1 – 1:5, KS2 to 5 – 1:10
Additional adults £6.50 (£5.42 ex VAT)
All 1:1 assistants free of charge

£5.42

£1.08

Nursery/Preschool
child admission

£6.50
(under 3s
free)

Ratios for free accompanying adults:
1 free adult per 3 paying children.
Additional adults £6.50 (£5.42 ex VAT)
All 1:1 assistants free of charge

£5.42

£1.08
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Planning Your Visit

Activities at a glance

All teachers and trainee teachers are entitled to free planning visits - including one per
year for your immediate family. Please bring school ID.

Enquiries & Bookings
0117 915 7777 • education@wethecurious.org
Booking line opening hours
8.30am–5pm & 10am–2pm (holidays) Mon–Fri
More information
wethecurious.org/education

Making a booking

Having the following information handy will help
us process your booking more quickly:
•Preferred date/s for your visit (it may be useful to
have a few options available)
•Staff contact details (email, phone number and
school address plus email for invoicing, if different)
•Number and ages / year group of students
•Number of accompanying adults (please specify
if this includes any 1:1 assistants)
•Preferred arrival and departure times
•Details of any Workshops, Theme Days or Shows
you are interested in
•Details of any specific access or learning needs
and how we can best support your visit
•Parking requirements: minibus places are limited
and will need to be booked in advance

Also on our website

• Venue map and directions to We The Curious
• Full details of all activities: learning objectives,
content, curriculum links and risk assessments
• Exhibit info sheets: each exhibit described, with
the science behind it explained
• Trails: a selection of topic-linked tours of the
venue for you to download
• School Visit Safety Statement and Code of Conduct
• Details of different payment methods and our
terms and conditions
• Seasonal Specials: for details of upcoming
activities in Live Lab and our Experimental
Greenhouse and Kitchen visit the ‘What’s On’
section on the front page of our website
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Parking

Some minibus parking is available on-site but this
is limited so please book in advance. Coaches can
drop-off and pick-up directly on site.

Lunch spaces and storage

All groups are provided with an indoor base as a
lunch space and meeting point, with containers in
which to store bags and coats. Secure lockers are
also available (£1.00 coin required but returned).

Specific needs and accessibility

We are committed to supporting visits for
everyone. Please let us know about any relevant
access and learning needs when you book, or ask
us for further details of what we can do to help.
We The Curious is fully accessible for wheelchair
users (including the Planetarium) with free
admission for all 1:1 assistants. All toilets are
fully accessible, with a track hoist available on the
ground floor. Assistance dogs welcome. Hearing
loops available. Ear defenders and weighted
blankets are also available on request.

Risk assessments

All our activities and exhibits are fully risk assessed.
Risk assessments for all educational activities
are available on our website, along with a venue
map, School Visit Safety Statement and Code of
Conduct. We also have a first aid room on site.

Shop visits and goody bags

If you would like a dedicated time slot in the
shop for your students please mention this when
booking. Alternatively, you can pre-order ‘goody
bags’ to suit a range of budgets.

Funded School Visits

We The Curious operates a Funded School
Visits Programme offering financial support for
Bristol schools that may otherwise be unable
to visit. To apply or find out more please see the
Education page of our website or speak to our
Bookings team.

Workshops

P9–14

A Trick of the Light
Build It!
Changing Materials
Choose Health
Colourful Chemistry
Destination Space - All Aboard
Destination Space - Join the Crew
Digest This!
Earth, Sun and Moon
Electricity Unearthed
Fantastic Forces
Forces and Magnets
Fossils and Evolution
Fossil Finders
Go Animate
Go Explore
Innoventions
Jungle Senses
Lego Robotics
Light and Shadow
Nature by Numbers
Pushes and Pulls
Scribble Bots
Solve It!
Tame the Swarm
The Pirate Code
The Water Cycle
Walking with Minibeasts

KS2
KS1
KS2
KS2
KS2
KS1
KS2
KS2
KS1 & KS2
KS2
KS2
KS2
KS2
EYFS & KS1
KS2
EYFS & KS1
KS2
EYFS & KS1
KS2
KS2
KS2
EYFS & KS1
KS2
KS2
KS2
KS1
KS2
KS1 & KS2

Theme days

P15–16

Bloodhound rocket car experience
Brain and Body
Forensics Academy
High Flyers
Maths Mission
On Shaky Ground?
System Earth

KS2
KS1 & KS2
KS2
KS2
KS1 & KS2
KS2
KS2

Studio shows

P17–18

Boggling Brains
Field Day Forces
Good Vibrations
How My Body Works
Launch It!
Light Fantastic
Senses Re-wired
Splash and Bubble

KS2
KS2
KS1 & KS2
KS2
KS2
KS1 & KS2
KS1 & KS2
KS1

Planetarium

P19–20

Blue Marvel
Dream to Fly
Rocketship Adventure
Seasonal Stargazing
Solar System Odyssey
Space Explorers
We are Aliens!

KS2
KS2
EYFS & KS1
KS1 & KS2
KS2
EYFS
KS1 & KS2

Key
EYFS

Early Years
Foundation Stage

KS1

Key Stage 1

KS2

Key Stage 2
Upper or Lower

Key Stages are provided for
guidance. Please see information
on our website for more detail of
each activity.
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More For
Teachers

Exhibit Info Sheets

Take part in a pilot

Available on our website, these provide details
of all our exhibits, what they do, and the
science behind each one, to help you plan your
time in the exhibition and support learning.

We often need schools to take part in our
pilot workshops and theme days in exchange
for a little feedback and some photos for our
brochure or website. If you would like to be
involved please call our Education Bookings
team on 0117 915 7777 or email
education@wethecurious.org

Teacher Away-Day INSET offer

Funded School Visits

Photo Credit: Paul Blakemore

If you are a Bristol school and would
like to visit but are finding that funding
is an issue, then we’d like to hear from
you. Through our Funded Schools
Visit Programme we aim to help local
schools experience what We The
Curious has to offer.
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It’s easy: just go the education page
of our website and complete the
application form to tell us how a visit
could benefit your students and how
additional funding from us could help
to make it possible.
Bookings
0117 915 7777
8.30am – 5.30pm (term time)
10am – 2pm (holidays)

Why not spend your INSET day with your
colleagues here at We The Curious? For only
£100 you will have a dedicated meeting room
(with a data projector) providing inspiring
surroundings in which to reflect, plan and
discuss. Includes full venue entry, plus a
workshop and planetarium show of your
choice. £100 + VAT for up to 30. For larger
groups please enquire.

Trainee Teacher Group Visit
A special discounted rate for groups of trainee
teachers, including a special introductory
presentation from our Education Manager
Kathy Fawcett.

Free Planning Visits
Teachers and trainee teachers are entitled
to free planning visits. Please bring school
ID and collect a form and a brochure from
the Information Desk. Your immediate
family are also welcome to join you for one
complimentary visit each year.

Topic Trails
A selection of topic-related trails are available
on our website for you to download before your
visit, providing a focus for particular subjects
and complementing other activities.

YouTube
Our YouTube channel is full of short science
videos to support lessons before and after
your visit, covering a wide range of topics and
featuring everything from simple science
activities to organ dissections. Watch, share
and subscribe to keep up to date with our latest
videos at youtube.com/user/wethecurious

Portable exhibits to hire
Hire 8 amazing portable science experiments
for only £90 per week (+VAT), complete with
supporting worksheets. There are up to 16
to choose from and you can find out more at
wethecurious.org/education/outreach

education@wethecurious.org
wethecurious.org/education

11
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Info
Our Live Science Team is
always on hand to support
students’ learning, with topic
trails and exhibit information
sheets available on our website.
Bookings
0117 915 7777
8.30am – 5pm (term time)
10am – 2pm (holidays)
education@wethecurious.org
wethecurious.org/education

Exhibitions
Hundreds of interactive exhibits across a range of subjects to intrigue,
amaze and engage everyone.
The Tinkering Space

All About Us

Move It!

Curiosity Zone

A changing collection of drop-in activities and
permanent exhibits connects minds and hands
and allows visitors to test out an idea, learn
a new skill, or just make a brilliant mess that
leads to the unexpected.

Exploring the themes of senses, digestion,
reproduction, movement, blood and DNA to
bring the science of the human body to life.

Harness the power of nature by controlling
water, making machines and building bridges.
In Move It! you can discover exciting human
inventions and move water with our human
‘hamster wheel’.

Intriguing phenomena and fascinating
experiences. Create a giant bubble, walk
through a tornado, make a ship sink, build
bridges with magnetic sand and make your
way through the disorientating Leaning Lounge.

Our World

Flight Zone

Exploring water and rock cycles, energy sources
and weather, this exhibition allows students to
track up-to-date hurricane patterns, blast balls of
air to visualise air currents and record their own
weather forecast.

Discover the wonderful world of flight and
forces. Levitate a beach ball and test out
different parachutes on our Launch It! exhibit.

Test Lab
Using specialised equipment, create and view a
‘virtual you’! (Please note, it is advised that this
3D viewing technology is only used by visitors
aged 6 years and over.)

Food!
Milk a cow, grind their own flour and meet
our robot chef for a chat and some inspiring
home cooking ideas. Includes an interactive
Greenhouse and Kitchen where our Live
Science Team will be on hand to lead students
through seasonal, edible demos and activities.

7

Live Lab
Live Lab is our fantastic drop-in, open-access
laboratory, with a changing programme
of experiments and activities. Check
wethecurious.org/visit-us/whats-on for
activities on the day of your visit.

Space Gallery
See yourself as an astronaut in a space port; try
to pick up a holographic Mars rock; see cosmic
ray trails; learn about life in near-Earth orbit and
discover the challenges of sending humans into
deep space.

Animate It!
The creative and exciting world of animation
is brought to life with this science-andtechnology-meet-art experience. Design a
zoetrope animation, create a storyboard and
make a film at our animation stations.

The Box
This new space features exhibitions and artists
that occupy the exciting dimension where art and
science meet. Details of current and upcoming
exhibitions are available on our website.

8

Info
Additional £2.95 per student
(only available in combination
with general admission at
£5.75)
Group size: 12 min – 30 max

Photo Credit: Julian Welsh

0117 915 7777
8.30am – 5pm (term time)
10am – 2pm (holidays)
education@wethecurious.org
wethecurious.org/education

Photo Credit: Lee Pullen

Bookings

Workshops
Practical, enquiry-based sessions in our dedicated learning
rooms and laboratories to excite interest, build enthusiasm
and support learning in school.
KS2
1h

KS1
1h

14
11
9

A Trick of the Light
Students navigate a laser maze to
claim their gold bar, but only once they
have the key to the smoke machine.
First they must work in teams to
solve a series of intriguing, lightrelated puzzles involving reflection,
wavelength, phosphorescence, lasers
and ultra-violet.

Build It
Budding young engineers and
construction crews test special mini
houses to explore the properties of
different building materials – such as
the ability of brick walls to withstand
a tornado and how to waterproof a
roof. They finish by applying their new
skills to work as a team to build a much
larger house.

KS2
1h

KS2
1h

Changing Materials
Hear dry ice ‘scream’, see crispy rice
burnt with a blow torch and explore the
weirdness of slime in this exploration of
the different states of matter. Cheese
making, launching effervescent rockets
and melting chocolate all add to the
fun in this delicious world of solids,
liquids and gases.

Choose Health
Students about to enter their more
independent secondary years look
at the links between diet, exercise,
lifestyle and health. Humorous and
thought-provoking activities help
them consider how we make sense
of all the information available – and
how we can ‘nudge’ ourselves towards
healthier behaviour.

KS2
1h

KS1
1h

Colourful Chemistry
An illuminating, lab-based insight into
the wonderful world of chemistry and
its real-life applications. Students use
Bunsen burners to ignite metal salts,
observe glowing reactions and create
pigments as they explore contrasting
and highly visual reactions and consider
the behaviour of the particles involved.

KS2
1h

Destination Space: All Aboard
Astronaut Tim Peake’s mission to the
International Space Station helps
students discover the wonders (and
some of the challenges) of life in
space – such as how to successfully
launch a rocket, why we need a space
suit and how to catch a floating poo
in microgravity!

KS2
1h

Destination Space: Join the Crew
Students find out about travelling,
living and working in space on board
the International Space Station. They
operate a robotic arm, investigate
techniques for keeping fit, learn about
space sickness, observe the effect of
low pressure on a marshmallow and
find out what substance makes the best
nappy for astronauts.

Digest This!
Digestion turns food into the nutrients
our body can use, and here we follow
the whole journey - from what goes in,
to what comes out – and what happens
in-between. In an enjoyably hands-on
style, students investigate the role
of teeth, stomach and intestines in
processing our diet.
15
12
10

Photos Credit: Julian Welsh
KS1
KS2
1h

KS2
1h

16
11

Earth, Sun and Moon
Our Magic Globe shows how the
movement of the Earth relates to day
and night. KS2 students learn about
the seasons, inflate a scale-sized
moon and see what would happen to
a marshmallow person in space, while
KS1 look at planetary orbits to find out
how many birthdays they would have
on Saturn!

Electricity Unearthed
Students learn about energy sources
that we can use to generate electricity,
investigate the conduction properties
of materials including the human body
(Yr 3&4) or build a human circuit (Yr
5&6). They apply their understanding to
use a range of components and make
their own take-home squishy circuit.

KS2
1h

KS2
1h

Fantastic Forces
How do forces affect our everyday
lives? What determines how fast
something will fall? Demonstrations
and experimentation reveal the effects
of gravity and air resistance as students
predict, observe and record results
about these fundamental phenomena –
and even get pushed around in a truck.

EYFS
KS1
1h

Forces and Magnets

KS2

Gravity, friction, air resistance and
magnetism are explored as students
see how air resistance can make a
car go backwards, measure the effect
of friction by using data loggers to
compare how vehicles travel on different
surfaces, and investigate the magnetic
properties of some familiar materials.

1.5h

Fossil Finders
Discover the amazing, prehistoric
world through playful and imaginative
activities. Students find out about
some of the amazing creatures that
once roamed the Earth by searching for
fossils in dig-pits and making their own
plaster fossils to take home.

KS2
1h

Fossils and Evolution
Travel back in time to discover what
rocks and fossils can tell us about
the history of life on Earth. Examine
incredible real fossils, collect and
interpret evidence for evolution and
spin the Great Evolutionary Wheel
of Fortune to see how evolution is
driven by a struggle for survival in a
changing world.

EYFS
KS1
1h

Go Animate
This cross-curricular workshop
explores the creative and technical
aspects of animation. From
storyboarding to sound effects
and music, teams write, direct and
premiere their own short stop-motion
animation and gain an understanding
of the skills involved.

Go Explore
From mountain top, rainforest and
savannah, to the beach and a busy
market. This sensory workshop full of
engaging stories transports students
through five exciting global habitats
- featuring amazing artefacts, and
encouraging discussion on what life
would be like in each.

17
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1.2h

EYFS
KS1
1h

KS2
1.5h

Innoventions
Throughout history, engineering and
human ingenuity have combined to
invent the machines that make our lives
easier, more profitable or just more
fun. Here students experiment with
mechanical movement using levers,
gears, pulleys and cams before building
a catapult to feed a Furby.

Jungle Senses
Experience the sounds, smells and
feel of a rainforest, discover what lives
and grows there and which plants
we can eat. Students help create a
jungle, feel a real python skin, create
the sounds of a rain storm, look at
different types of diet types and make
simple food chains.

Lego Robotics
An introduction to robotics and
programming using exciting LEGO
technology. Students write simple
algorithms, debug their own
programmes and operate sensors on
their robot to navigate a landscape
and complete a mission. Activities are
carefully staged such that no prior
knowledge is required.

KS2
1.5h

EYFS
KS1
1h

KS2
1h

Nature by Numbers
Why are there no mice in the Arctic,
why do elephants have big ears, and
what if humans were green like plants?
Ideas about energy, surface area and
adaptation are explored in intriguing
and quantitative ways using life-sized
animal skins, enormous graph-paper
and some hilarious dressing up.

Pushes and Pulls
Students investigate how forces can be
used to make things move by identifying
the pushes and pulls in toys, racing
their own paper sail-car, pulling stretchy
animals and pushing each other around
in a trolley. Group discussions develop
the scientific language we use to
describe these phenomena.

Photo Credit: Julian Welsh

KS2

Scribble Bots
Working in small groups, students
investigate and construct simple
circuits using motors and switches,
then put them to work to make a
scribbling robot with pens for legs. As
a group they will produce a framed
work of art drawn entirely by their
robots to display back at school and
amaze everyone!

KS2
1h

KS1
KS2
1h

18
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Light and Shadow
A fun-filled and practical exploration
of the properties of light. Students
use ray boxes, prisms and mirrors
to split white light, mix coloured
lights and investigate reflection,
drawing conclusions from their own
observations. They see how laser light
travels through smoke and investigate
how shadows are formed.

KS2
1.5h

Solve It
Students learn about and use a
range of exciting forensic techniques
including taking plaster casts,
fingerprinting, chromatography and
microscopic hair analysis before
applying their new skills to examine
evidence from a crime scene and work
in teams to decide whodunit!

1.2h

Tame the Swarm
Do robots and animals behave the
same way? Students investigate the
programmed personalities of their own
Thymio robot (one per student) and
observe how they behave together as
part of one, big swarm.

KS2
1h

The Pirate Code
Games, dressing up and dancing
parrots; as we set sail on a voyage into
coding with the pirate crew - but without
a screen or keyboard on the horizon!
Key skills such as programming,
debugging, ordering and algorithms are
developed and applied with the help of
lovely Cubetto Primo robots.
Supported by the Ernest Cook Trust

KS1
KS2
1h

The Water Cycle
Students explore change of state by
creating their own clouds in a model
water cycle and testing the purity
of their rain to demonstrate how
evaporation and condensation make
rivers flow and provide us with fresh
water. They also see an amazing cloud
made from dry ice and investigate the
effects of surface run-off

Walking with Minibeasts
Real specimens of amazing arthropods
- from butterflies and beetles to prawns
and scorpions – sorted into groups by
walking our floor-sized family tree.
Students develop their close observation
skills as well as an awareness of the
incredible variety of insect life.

19
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Info
£12.95 including admission
and all activities
See our website for full
details including of length
and schedules.

0117 915 7777
8.30am – 5pm (term time)
10am – 2pm (holidays)
education@wethecurious.org
wethecurious.org/education

Theme Days

Fantastic value, multi-activity days filled with unique and
exciting content that enriches curriculum learning.
KS2

Bloodhound Rocket
Car Experience

KS2

Bloodhound SSC is a supersonic car
and global engineering adventure
aiming to set a new land speed record
of over 1000mph and inspire the next
generation. In this day students design
and shape a model car and attach
axles and wheels before testing them
in a rocket-powered race – with cars
reaching speeds of up to 65mph!*

The application of science to the
law fascinates us all. Here student
investigators analyse evidence
collected from a crime scene amongst
the We The Curious exhibits, using
classic fingerprinting techniques and
gel electrophoresis DNA fingerprinting,
plus plaster casting, microscopy and
chromatography, to find out whodunit!
Group Size: 12 min - 60 max

KS1
KS2

20
15
17

KS2

KS2

Forensics Academy

Group Size: 12 min - 120 max

Brain and Body

KS1

High Flyers

An exciting day of challenges including
a trail around the exhibits, a Studio
show and two workshops in which
students learn about their own amazing
bodies, using digital microscopes,
X-rays, organ tunics and fantastic,
model animal skulls and brains.

This inspiring and active day comprises
the exclusive Altitude Show† in the
Studio, exploration in our Flight
Gallery and a special workshop
session investigating wing structure.
It concludes with the design and
construction of parachutes for teams to
test on our Flight Zone.

Group Size: 12 min - 60 max

Group Size: 12 min - 60 max

Maths Mission
Numeracy with a space twist!
Beginning with a special Planetarium
show, students help a lost alien to find
its way home before applying their
maths skills to plan a journey, measure
time and use patterns and shapes. The
day concludes with a studio show - and
all adds up to a great way to explore
the practical uses of maths.
Group Size: 12 min - 60 max

KS2

On Shaky Ground?
Earthquakes are caused by the Earth’s
natural processes but can have very
human consequences. This exciting day
examines their causes before applying
science and engineering to solve the realworld problems they create. Students
design and construct earthquakeresistant buildings to be tested on our
special ‘shaking table’. Developed in
collaboration with Bristol University Civil
Engineering and Geophysics, and Mott
MacDonald engineers.

KS2

Photos Credit: Julian Welsh

Bookings

System Earth
What does green actually mean, what
does the science tell us and why should
we care at all? This stimulating day offers
first-hand experience of the science
behind the climate change headlines,
and features a 3D Planetarium show
all about our home planet. Students
use the scientific method to testing
their own psychic abilities, measure the
warming effect of carbon dioxide in the
lab using data-loggers, take a special
trail around our exhibits and make a
solar cooker to take home.
Group Size: 12 min - 60 max

*Price includes one model car and rocket per 2
students (to take home), with additional sets
available at £6.50 each.
†F
 or Upper KS2 students the 3D Planetarium show
‘Dream to Fly’ is offered as an optional alternative
– please discuss when booking.

Supported by the Royal Academy of Engineering

Group Size: 20 min - 40 max
21
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£2.50 (available only in
combination with general
admission at £5.75)
Group size: 15 min – 70 max
Duration: 30 or 45 minutes
Bookings
0117 915 7777
8.30am – 5pm (term time)
10am – 2pm (holidays)

Photo Credit: Julian Welsh

Info

education@wethecurious.org
wethecurious.org/education

Studio Shows
Vibrant and visual entertainment, high on fun, humour,
demonstrations and audience participation.

KS2
0.5h

KS2
0.5h

22
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Boggling Brains
We reveal the structure and function of
our amazing brains and the equipment
we can use to look at them. Visual,
motor and language functions are
examined and students even get the
chance to dress up as a neurone.

KS1
KS2
0.5h

Field Day Forces
Take a trip to the park to discover why
you can’t win a race with the brakes
on, how to make the biggest splash in
a puddle and which falls faster – the
chicken or the egg. In this story-based
show, students will ‘see’ friction, watch
a feather fall through a vacuum and use
pulleys to hoist a student (or teacher!).

KS2
0.5h

Good Vibrations
A sonic journey into the wonderful
world of sound. Be amazed at particles
in motion, gasp as you see sound
shatter a wine glass, and make music
together with the farmyard orchestra!
Pitch, volume and wavelength like
you’ve not felt them before.

How My Body Works
Lively and engaging demonstrations
get students exploring the effect
of exercise on the lungs, using a
model heart to pump fake blood,
acting as opposing muscle pairs, and
investigating the function of our
sweat glands!

KS2
0.5h

KS1
KS2
0.5h

Launch It!
What are the forces involved in
propelling us into space? Whizzes,
bangs and rockets are used to reveal
the story of Yuri Gagarin, the first
human to make the journey, in this
loud and exciting show looking at
forces and explosions.

New
KS1
KS2
45
mins

Senses Rewired
Five senses? We may have as many as
33! Mind-bending demos and games
test our sense of reality and show us
why we shouldn’t believe everything we
think. We discover how brain-training
and technology can extend our sensory
range and reveal how other living things
like snakes and bees see the world in
different ways using UV and IR.

Light Fantastic
With laser beams, an infra-red
camera, smoke and mirrors and
invisibility, this highly visual and
phenomenon-based show explores
the true nature of this amazing form
of energy to reveal what light is, what
emits it, and how it travels?

KS1
0.5h

Splash and Bubble
This bubbling and explosive show
engages students with liquids and
gases, and encourages observation,
prediction and the use of scientific
vocabulary. Watch as we make water
disappear and seem to defy gravity
with floating bubbles.
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Info
£3 (3D shows) or £2.50 (2D
shows)
(only available in combination
with general admission at £5.75)
Group size: 98 max
(no min group size)
Duration: 25–30 minutes
Please note that 3D shows are
not suitable for under 6s.
Bookings
0117 915 7777
8.30am – 5pm (term time)
10am – 2pm (holidays)

Planetarium Shows

education@wethecurious.org
wethecurious.org/education

Stunning experiences in the UK’s only 3D Planetarium.

3D

KS2
3D

Blue Marvel
The pale blue dot on which we all live
is viewed from the perspective of its
place within the solar system and in
terms of the impact that our growing
population is having on our home
planet. Sustainability in 3D!

EYFS
KS1
2D

Dream to Fly
People have always wanted to fly.
From the flying carpets and phoenix
of legend to balloons and war planes,
this film explores the development of
aviation through the ages – presenting
the milestones on our route to
conquering the skies. Rich visuals,
beautiful music and poetic narration
make this show a powerful experience.

KS2
2D
3D

Rocketship Adventure
Join Stella the Bear on her quest
to explore habitats on Earth and
investigate the Sun, Moon, and stars!
This delightful new show combines
immersive visuals with lots of audience
interaction to create an exciting
experience for our youngest visitors.

Seasonal Stargazing
Spring, Summer, Autumn or Winter, let
us guide you on a very special journey
around the night sky. See the stars as
they will appear on the very date of
your visit then fly to a whole host of
amazing astronomical destinations.

New
KS2
2D
3D

EYFS
2D

Solar System Odyssey
Take a trip into space! Fly to a
choice of incredible destinations
that astronauts of the future will
explore. With multiple missions and
destinations to choose from, no two
shows are ever the same! This is a
fantastic introduction to astronomy.

Space Explorers
Our presenters instruct students in how
to be fully qualified Space Explorers –
blasting off to visit various planets in
our solar system before whizzing out
of the Milky Way galaxy to play games
such as ‘pass the planet’!

KS1
KS2
3D

We are Aliens!
Could there be life elsewhere in the
universe? If so, what might it look
like and how would we find it? This
enchanting film considers life here on
Earth before searching for suitable
habitats elsewhere – all with the help
of stunning 3D graphics. Narrated by
Rupert Grint.

Photo Credit: Lee Pullen

KS2

Contains strong scenes – please discuss when booking.
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Venue Map

The Box

1

Behind the scenes

Bubbles

Kitchen
The Studio

Greenhouse

Planetarium

Live
Lab

Tinkering
Space
Baby Changing
Buggy Park

Animate it

P
Accessible toilets

P

Lifts

Stairs

Cafe

Info
Desk

Lab B

Lab A

Lockers

Shop

Picnic
Area

Drinking
fountain

Education
Suite

First Aid
Please find a
member of staff

Entrance & Exit
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L3

L2

L1
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Visit Planner

Map

A space to make a note of things you are interested in and cost-up a visit. For prices
see the fold-out page inside the front cover.
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No. of
students

Cost per
student

£5.75

General
Admission

Workshop/s

£2.95

Studio Show/s

£2.50

2D Planetarium
Show/s

£2.50

3D Planetarium
Show/s

£3.00

N’S

Total for
group
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No. of free accompanying
No. of freeadults:
accompanying adults:
Ratios: EYFS 1:3,
KS11:10
1:5, KS2
1:1 assistants
Ratio
(all1:10
1:1(all
carers
free) free)

General
Exhibition
spaces over 2 floors
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Approxno.
no.
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Details
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AQUARIUM
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CENTRE

Possible dates:Possible dates:

What would you like to do when you visit?
(You can use this table to calculate the approximate cost of your visit.
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N

N

’S

Class/Year
Group:
Class/Year
Group:

What is the main purpose of your visit?
(General enrichment and inspiration; to address a specific curriculum topic or skill; focus on STEM careers,
etc.). This will help us advise you on activities that will best suit your needs.

NT
FRO
TER
WA QUARE
S

SAT NAV

REFERENCE

BS1 5LL

...Who, When & Why

Theme Day

£12.95

Special Package
Deal (2D)

£9.45

Special Package
Deal (3D)

£9.95
Total

We The Curious, One Millennium Square, Anchor Road, Harbourside, Bristol, BS1 5DB
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We The Curious
One Millennium Square, Anchor Road,
Harbourside, Bristol, BS1 5DB
Contact Us:
0117 915 7777
education@wethecurious.org
Booking line opening hours
8.30am – 5pm (term time) or
10am – 2pm (holidays) Mon – Fri

Cover image
© Alfred Anwander, MPI-CBS:
A map of pathways inside a person’s
brain. Different parts of the brain talk
to each other using different pathways
and these have been coloured in here.
This is a view from behind. It shows the
links between the left and right sides of
brain in red, the links between front and
back in green, and the links between the
brain and the rest of the body in blue.

wethecurious.org/education
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Images: We The Curious, julianwelsh.com, Lee Pullen, Jon Craig,
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